
Our growing company is hiring for a data visualization. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for data visualization

Automates report creation using Tableau scripts (“tabcmd”)
Follow design and development best practices
Analyze and integrate data from various sources (SPLUNK, SQL, Active
Directory, JSON)
Implement production versions of the visualizations using your programming
skills in Javascript, D3, WebGL and other libraries and frameworks
Meet with internal business units and stakeholders to understand their
requirements and propose visualization and interaction systems that meet
those
Work closely with the Analytics team to understand intricacies of the analytics
models in such a way that we can demonstrate the benefits of our analytics to
our customers
Be a supportive and positive contributor in a highly collaborative team with
shared and overlapping responsibilities
Lead a team of skilled data visualization engineers and designers in the
creation of advanced visualization systems
Be a supportive and positive team contributor in a highly collaborative team
with shared and overlapping responsibilities
Collaborate with both business and IT partners to identify key use cases and
define associated requirements

Qualifications for data visualization
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Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, HCI, Engineering, Information
Design, a related subject, or commensurate work experience
Ability to communicate complex quantitative analysis and analytic approaches
in a clear, precise, and actionable manner
Expertise in mapping and visualization (D3 strongly preferred, Tableau, GIS,
or others)
Master’s degree in Computer Science with a focus on data visualization
research
Familiarity with statistics and modeling
Primary responsibilities include ensuring quality data structures for the
analysis of data, use of proper statistical analyses, and implementing
visualization best practices in created content through utilizing visualization
tools (Aqua data, Spreadsheet, Word, PowerPoint )


